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CHAPTER I

CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PRO 3LEM
Since reading readiness tests and intelligence tests
are extensively used in first grades for predicting reading
achievement, the problem of evaluating them is an important
function in education. This need is substantiated by
Heffernan 1 when she states, "The past decade has witnessed
increased focusing of attention on evaluation as contrasted
with the more narrowly conceived testing and measurement
2program of the twenties and early . thirties.” Buros sub-
stantiates this further when he asserts, "There is a greater
need for critical evaluation of existing tests than for the
construction of new tests as such work would have a tremen-
dous effect on the quality of standard tests published.”
In considering these two statements it seems that evalua-
tion should be just as vital in education as it is in other
3
areas of productivity and Monroe is in agreement when he
says that the high standards of measuring efficiency which
1 Heffernan, Helen, "Evaluation and the Continuous Profession-
al Education of Teachers”, California Journal of Education ,
August, 1946, p. 51
2 Buros, Oscar K.
,
The Nineteen Thirty-Eight Mental Measure-
ment Yearbook , Rutgers University Press, Hew Brunswick,
N. J. , p. 4
3 iAonroe, waiter 3., Measuring the Results of Teaching ,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1916, p. 268
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apply to other professions should be applied to education.
Implications ere made therefore, thet there is much
work to be done in educetionel reseerch in order to secure
more relieble criteria which will enable educators to select
tests with more discrimination, and to establish the seme
standards of evaluation thet ere used in other phases of life
The major purpose of this investigation is to study the
prognostic values of certain pre-reading tests in their predi
ction of reading efficiency and to determine whether the time
end expense involved in giving these tests is justified by
the predictive information which is derived from them about
how first grade pupils will progress in reading.
/s there ere many factors which influence the predictive
value of a test, end in order to glean as much criteria as
possible from a study of this kind, it would seem necessary
to be more definite; therefore, this investigation will be
concerned with the following:
Specific Problems
1. Is the knowledge of a child’s mental age a sufficient
besis for predicting reeding achievement?
2. Whet is the efficiency of 1.4. »s in predicting future
reading achievement?
3. Is the intelligence test a more favorable predictor
of reading success or failure for the superior, average, or
low group?
4.
/re reading readiness test scores adequate enough to
predict future achievement in reeding?
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5. Do oubtests I and. II of the Lee-Clark Reading Readines
Test have a greater influence on the efficiency of prediction
of reading achievement than dubtests III and IV?
6* Does the reading readiness test predict reading
achievement more accurately for boys than for girls?
7. Is it advisable to administer different tests to
boys than to girls?
8. Is it necessary to give two pre-reading tests?
It seems probable that if some of these queries can be
answered through an evaluation study that possibly more data
would be available showing the practicability of these tests
as the purpose of pre-reading tests is to discover how well
each first grade entrant has been conditioned either in the
home or in the kindergarten in the skills necessary for
beginning reading so that a starting level may be established
for each individual child in first grade and advancement can
be made from there, but if our measuring instruments are
inaccurate or the information derived from them is of too
general nature, possibly much time will be wasted and little
gain realized from giving these tests. Gavin1 reported in
her study that high correlations obtained on a test with
outsiae criterion does not necessarily indicate that the
test is an accurate measure of the achievement defined by the
criterion. It is apparent then that the best measuring
techniques which are available should be employed in order
1 Cavin, Grace, An Analysis of Intermediate-Grade Tests , Un-
published Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University, 1940
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to give first grede teachers es complete an inventory as
possible ©bout the skills of her pupils.
Basic Assumptions
Uncontrolled Factors
There ere many uncontrolled factors present in a study
of this kind which might have a direct bearing on the results
of these tests, either in increasing or in decreasing the
prognostic values of them. A consideration of some of the
important ones would seem feasible at this time, as the
elements that might be working to the advantage of one group
would put another group at a distinct disadvantage.
One assumption to be made in a study of this kind is
thet the percentage of time given to reading in each first
grede every day is comparatively the seme. It might be
reasonable to expect that some teachers would bring into
their reading programs more supplementary reeding then others,
An example of this will help in making this assumption
clearer. One first grade teacher would have as a morning
activity the keeping of a class diary. Every morning the
pupils would review the previous day's happenings, end then
decide which were the most important. The teacher would
write them down in the cless diary book. A page would be
Thursday, Februery 6
We made valentine airplanes.
Henry was our messenger boy.
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Betty, Tommy end Peerl told stories to the cl ess
Ruth showed us e doll from Japan.
In this wey the pupils in this first grede cl ess would
be exposed to a vocabulary quite different from the other
first gredes which might result in higher achievement for
this particular class in reeding.
.Another assumption which is mede is that ell teechers
have equel ability in the teaching of reeding. Probably
this might not be of relative importance in this particular
study as the date utilized in this investigation were
secured from a school system in a residential town in
greeter Boston ?/hich has high teaching standards. However,
some gredes might have been subjected to more substitute
teaching during this particular year than others, a fact
which might reflect upon their reeding achievement scores.
There ere marked variations in attendance of first
grade pupils, due to the many children*s diseases which run
rampant sometimes through-out a certain neighborhood, a
factor which results in very poor attendance for that parti-
cular school; therefore, the assuming of the seme attendance
for ell might handicap some pupils in their reeding achiev-
ment.
Working on the assumption that the tests used in this
study ere both valid and reliable might be another reason
for questioning the results.
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Greenleef in 1936, evaluated five Newton Reading Readiness
Tests and their relation to reeaing achievement end found
that certain factors in them such as, designs or words,
visual disci'iminetion between similar words appeared to
be of no particular value as a measure of reading readiness*
It seems then that some tests may not be suitable for
measuring the aspects that they purport to measure*
Some other factors as language handicaps, left-handed-
ness, children repeating the grade, are present in some
degree among first grade children but probably not so
predominately. .Assuming that they were ell free from such
impediments or that they were common to ell might influence
the reading attainment of some of them*
Controlled Factors
It seems relatively important to consider the controlled
factors which were present in this study as they might
affect the pupil’s achievement in reeaing either favorably
or unfavorably*
The teaching load was fairly well controlled, as there
was very little difference in the number of children in
/
each first grade room. The smallest enrollment in any one
1 dreenleef, -idith Eleanor, Jn Evaluation of Visual Percep-
tion Tests for Predicting Success in First Grade Reading ,
Unpublished Ed.M* Thesis, Boston University, 1936
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first grede wes eighteen while the largest wes twenty-five
pupils. It would seem that the pupils were feirly evenly-
distributed.
The chronologic el eges were somewhet controlled es in
this town the entrance ege requirement for first grede wes
five yeers end nine months.
In this residentiel town there wes some verietion but
not marked in the socio-economic stetus of the group, es
most of the children were members of everege American families
in moderete circumstances.
The besel reeding method used in ell the first gredes
wes the seme, so that unless e teecher hed ectivities which
involved different reeding experiences the reeding vocebu-
lery would be ebout the seme for eech first grede pupil.
Worthy consideration of the controlled end uncontrolled
fectors should be noted in interpreting the results of this
eveluetion as it is possible thet some of them will effect
the efficiency of prediction of these pre-reeding tests.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
In view of the feet thet there is e definite need for
eppreisels of tests it would seem thet before sterting en
eveluetion study of pre-reeding tests e knowledge of the
findings on other eveluetions wo ’old be helpful. Previous
reseerch shows thet progress hes been mede in determining
the efficiency of prediction of these tests to reeding
achievement.
Previous Investigetions on Intelligence Tests Been*'’ mede a
comparison of practically ell the studies done on the
results of intelligence tests given in Grade one in relation
to reeding achievement end found that mental ege was defini-
tely connotetive to success in reeding.
TABLE I shows thet the correlations between mental ege
end reading achievement renged between 337 end ^.70. The
Pintner-Gunninghem Test, which is e group test, had the
highest predictive value in this study, end Harrison’s study
on the St enford-Binet
,
en individud. test, was found to have
the lowest correlation to reeding etteinment. The number of
cases in eech study varied from 103 to one hundred forty-one.
1 Dean, Cherles D.
,
"Predicting First Grade Heeding Achieve-
ment," Elementary School Journal
, 39, (April 1939) ,pp.
609-616
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The highest correlation was obtained on the smallest number
of cases*
TABLE I
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MENTAL AGE AID READING
ACHIEVEMENT OF FIRST GRIDE ENTRANTS IN FIVE
INVESTIGATIONS
Study
Mental Test
Used
Number
of Cases
Correlations
with reading
achievement
ivforphett end
Weshburne
Detroit First
Grade Intelli-
gence
#
141 .59
Morphett end
..eshburne
Stenford-
Binet 141 .51
Harrison
St enford-
Binet 120 .377
Deputy
Pintner-
Cunningham 103 .70
Dean
St enford-
Binet 116 .62
Previous Investigations on Reeding Readiness Tests Dean'1'
also made a similar comparison of teeding readiness test
scores with reeding achievement, end found a substantial
predictive value.
TABLE II shows that the correlation between reading
readiness test scores with reeding achievement ranged from
a low of 41
,
which was obtained on the Monroe Aptitude
Test, to a high of ^.66, on a reading readiness test which
Deputy constructed.
1 Dean, op. cit., pp. 609-616
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T ABLE II
CORRELATIONS FOUND IN FIVE STUDIES BETWEEN READING
ACHIEVEMENT AND SCORES ON READING READINESS TESTS
OF FIRST GRADE ENTRANTS
Study
Readiness
Test Used
Numb er
of Cases
Correlations
with Reeding
Achievement
Lee-Clerk
Lee-Clerk
Readiness
Test
164 .49
Wilson end
Burke
Metropolitan
Readiness
Test
125 .57
Harrison Metropolitan
Reediness
Test
120 .485
Deputy Test Devised
by author
103 • 66
Dean Metropolitan
Readiness Test
116 .59
Dean Monroe Apti-
tude Test
116 .41
The correletion found in these two comparison studies
on intelligence tests and reading readiness tests with
reading achievement indicates that mental age seems to be
a better predictive measure with reading achievement than
reading readiness test scores.
It seems relevant to report findings from studies
other then Deen*s, as there seems to be marked disparity
of opinions as to which is the better predictor of reeding
attainment.
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Gates']' in 1939, found that although reading readiness
tests were restricted to measuring smaller areas of skills
I then intelligence tests, their predictions of reeding progress
were far better than mental tests because they hed been de-
signed for that particular purpose*
2
Kettmeyer concluded from his study that while intelligenc
end readiness tests have their limitations as measures of
reeding readiness, that mental age correlated in a higher
degree with reeding ability.
3
Fitzgerald reported in her investigation that the
Detroit Intelligence Test shows approximately the same value
as a predictive meesure as the Metropolitan Readiness Test.
Her study also revealed that the Metropolitan Readiness
Test is a better predictive meesure then the Stanford-Binet
e
Intelligence Test.
1 Gates, Arthur I., ”/n Experimental Evaluation of Reading
Readiness Tests”, Elementary School Journal , Volume 39,
(March 1939), pp. 497-508.
2 Kettmeyer, William, "Reading Readiness in the St. Louis
Schools”, The Educational Digest . 11, ( .April 1946),
pp. 37-40
3 Fitzgerald, Frances, Predicting Reading Success of First
Grade Entrants , Unpublished EalM. Thesis, Duke University,
Durham, Horth Caroline, 1939

The Lee, Clark, and Lee study which was done on many
tests revealed that reading readiness tests appeared to be
superior to intelligence tests in predicting first grade
2
reading achievement. Buros' statement, however, discounts
these findings somewhat, when he states that it can hardly
be expected that authors and publishers would be unbiased
critics of their own tests.
Cook reported in his study that a knowledge of mental
age was of more assistance in predicting reading success
than reading readiness test scores.
4
Dean, when he experimented with two reading readiness
tests, found only a slightly increased correlation when either
of the two tests were combined with mental age.
5
Monroe found a correlation of /.75 between her reading
aptitude test and reading achievement. Her findings indica-
1 Lee, J
1
. Murray, Clark, Willis W.
,
and Lee, Dorris May,
"Measuring Reaaing Readiness", Elementary Bchool Journal,
34, (May 1934), pp. 656-666
2 Buros, op. cit.
,
p.4
3 Cook, Raymond E.
,
The Prediction of Sixth Grade Reading
Achievement
.
Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University,
1945, p. 16
4 Dean, op. cit., pp. 609-616
5 Monroe, Marion, "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Prediction
of Success and Failure in Beginning Reading", education ,
56, (oeptember 1935), pp. 7-14
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ted elso that of the 25 per cent of the children who secured
the lowest scores on her test, satisfactory first grade
reeding was done by them,
bright ^ conducted e two yeer study on approximately
four hundred beginning first grade pupils* reeding readiness
test results end intelligence test scores, end found that
the Metropoli t an Readiness Test gave the highest correlation
with reading achievement,
2
Fendrick and McGlade pointed out in their study that
neither the Detroit First Grade Intelligence Test or the
Metropolitan Readiness Test could predict individual
reeding progress to any extent, but the prognostic value of
these tests were higher for pupils who had a mental age
below six years. The Detroit Intelligence Test had more
accuracy for prediction of pupils who had low scores on that
test, end who elso had low scores on the Metropolitan Reeding
Readiness Test.
3Witty seys, "It has been found that a number of devel-
1 Wright, W. 7
. ,
"Reading Readiness, A Prognostic Study",
Bulletin of the School of Education , Bloomington, Indiana
University, Bureau of Cooperative Research, 1936, p, 43
2 Fendrick, Paul, end McGlede, Charles A.
,
n A Validation of
Two Prognostic Tests of Reeding .Aptitude", Elementary
School Journal
, 39, (November 1938), pp. 187-194
3 Witty, Paul A*
,
"Modern Interpretation of Readiness for
Reading", Educational idminis tret ion end Superintendents ,
32, (May 1946), pp. 266-67
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opmentel conditions must be assured before success in reeding
cen reasonably be expected; in some ceses, low intelligence
pleys e dominant role in ceusing failure, in others, meegre
experience seems to be e contributing fector. It is generally
conceded that reediness is e developments! condition in
which e variety of factors pley important roles. Heeding
reediness tests heve import ent but limited velue in e reeding
progrem that is rich end varied*
"
To summarize the research thet has been done, it seems
that it is possible to essume thet both reeding readiness
tests and intelligence tests cen predict reading success
fairly satisfactorily. Gates statement thet the predictive
velue of e test varies from class to cless, depending on
the pupils end the nature of instruction msy be the reason
for the fluctuetions in the prognostic values of these two
measuring instruments.
1 Gates, op. cit.
,
pp. 497-508
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CHAPTER III
PLANNING AND ORGANIZING THE 3TULY
In formulating plens for this evaluation study, consid-
eration wes first directed toward the procurement of the
statistics end dete necessary for this investigation.
Source of Date The research materials were secured from the
files of the Guidance Lepertment in a residential town in
greeter Boston area.
Personnel of Study In October, 1945, a group intelligence
test wes given by the school psychologist to two hundred
fifty-two children who were pupils in the fourteen first
grades of the elementary schools of this town. The tests
were corrected and scored by the psychologist,
A group reeding readiness test was administered by the
seme examiner in January, 1946, as it Wes thought advisable
to wait until the children had become thoroughly adjusted to
school before giving this test. The number of children
taking this test wes two hundred fifty-seven.
In May, 1946, a reeding achievement test wes given to
two hundred sixty-five children in the seme first grades
by the previous examiner. This test wes checked end scored
in the seme manner,
A check of these tests revealed that two hundred thirty-
eight test scores from each of the three tests were available
t->
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for use in this study since some of the pupils ipissed one
or two of the three test given*
Objective Dete Used In This Study
Kuhlmenn- .Anderson Intelligence Test Intelligence wes
measured for this study by meens of the Kuhlmenn- .Anderson
Group Intelligence Test for Grede I, Form B
,
(Semple in the
appendix). The totel raw score mede by each child on this
test together with his chronological age in years end months
wes tabulated* Intelligence quotients were obtained and
mental age computed for each member of the group by meens
of the conversion table contained in the Manuel of Directions
accompanying the test* Percentage distribution tables were
set up for mental age and intelligence quotients to supply
descriptive dete for this study*
Using this information as a basis, the predictive value
of mental age end intelligence quotient wes determined by
finding the coefficient of correlation between these factors
end reeding achievement. Means, standard deviations, stan-
dard error of the meens were computed*
Lee-Clerk Heading Readiness Test Information was derived
from the Lee-Clark Reeding Readiness Test, 1943 Revision,
devised by J. Murray Lee and Willis W. Clerk (sample in the
appendix) concerning the pre-reading skills which are re-
lated to reading achievement* -As this test consists of four
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parts, the scores on each of these parts were added to secure
the total score, A percentage frequency distribution table
was compiled to compare the relationship of a child’s reeding
readiness test score to his reading ability. The coefficient
of correlation was found between the total reeding readiness
test score end reading age.
A. comparison was made of Subtests I and II scores, and
sub-tests III and 17 scores, to reading age in order to de-
termine which grouping of the paired subtests had the greeter
efficiency of prediction to reading success.
1
Sex Differences Within the Group Durrell reported that
from the reeding disability cases brought to the Boston Uni-
versity Educational Clinic, it was found that for every one
girl retarded in reeding there were ten boys who were reading
problems end that sex differences were apparent early in
Grade one end possibly they were even present at the reeding
readiness stage, therefore some significant date concerning
this factor were derived from making a comparison of reeding
readiness test scores end reeding achievement test scores
according to sex. Each pupil’s test score from the Lee-Clark
Reading Readiness Test and the Gates Reading Achievement Tests
were tabulated separately for boys end girls. Correlations
1 Durrell, Do n a1d D.
,
Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities ,
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1940,
pp. 281-282
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were computed which showed the variations in reeding achieve-
ment between the sexes.
Predictive Value of Mental Test in delation to Intelligence
Grip ups To evaluate to some extent how different levels of
intelligence influenced the predictive value of a test, indi-
viduals were classified into groups according to the intelli-
gence quotient which was obtained by them on the Kuhlmenn-
/nderson Intelligence Test. is there was a range from e
low of forty-nine, to a high of 174 in intelligence within
this group, the individuals having intelligence quotients
from forty-nine to 90 were classified into the low group*
The second group was composed of children with an intelligence
quotient from ninety-one to 115, which was the average, the
ones having an intelligence quotient above one hundred fif-
teen were considered as the superior group. Correlations
between intelligence end reeding age were computed for each
group from this date. Frequency distribution tables were
compiled which showed how different intelligence groups
achieved in reading.
The predictive value of the tests were determined by
correlating the scores made on the two pre-reading tests with
the scores made on the reeding achievement tests. Correlations
were computed between the sexes and reading achievement end
between the different intelligence groups end reading
echi evement.
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Summary
This chapter describes the type of research approach
which was used in this study.
The measuring instruments employed were the Kuhlmenn-
.Anderson Group Intelligence Test, the Lee-Cla rk Heading
Readiness Test and the Gates Primary Heeding Tests, Type I,
Y»ord Recognition end Type II, Sentence Heeding.
The following information was known for each child in
the group of two hundred thirty-eight children:
1. Chronological .Age
2. Mental .Age
3. I. Q.
4. Kuhlmenn- .Anderson Intelligence Test Score
5. Lee-Clerk Heeding Readiness Test Score
6. Gates Primary Heading Test Score
7. Reeding Grede end Reeding /ge
Percentage frequency distribution tables containing the
mental ages, reeding readiness test scores were set up.
These tables were drawn up to facilitate interpretation of
the results of these tests.
Means, end Standard deviation of the means were computed
for mental age, 1.^. *s end the scores on the Lee-Clark Reeding
Readiness Test end the Gates Primary Reeding Tests for the
whole group.
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Comperisons were made between the scores on the first
two sections of the Lee-Clerk Heeding Readiness Test end the
lest two sections to determine which sections were the
most relieble measures of reading achievement, Similer
comperisons were made between boy’s reeding readiness
scores to reeding ability end girl’s reediness scores to
see if this test favored one sex more then the other*
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CHAPTER IV

CHZrTEH 17
.ANALYSIS OF BIH!
A
In order to make definite decisions concern-
ing the specific problems stated in Chapter I, data
were classified into sections, and analyzed in
relation to the particular problem which was being
considered. To facilitate the interpretation, each
problem was restated in the same order in which it
was given in the first chapter.
Problem I
Is the knowledge of a child’s mental age a
sufficient basis for predicting reeding
achievement?
The scores obtained for the group of two hun-
dred thirty-eight children on the Kuhlmenn-inderson
Intelligence Test were studied as this problem
was pertinent to mental age.
Table III gives information as to varia-
bility in mental age of two hundred thirty-eight
children.
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T-A3LS III
PERCSNT-A.GS DISTRIBUTION OF 238 FIRST GR-AD3 PUPILS
-ACCORDING TO MENT-AL -AGS OBT /INED ON THE KUHLM-fiNN-
-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE TEST
Mentel Age in Pupils Meking Scores
Yeers end Months Number Percent
11-2 - 10-6 2 0.8
10-5 - 9-9 1 "6.4
9-8 - 9-0 3 1.3
8-11 - 8-3 8 6.4
8-2 - 7-6 36 15.1
7-5 - 6-9 55 23.1
6-8 - 6-0 55 23.1
5-11 - 5-3 44 18.6
5-2 - 4-6 22 9.2
4-5 - 3-9 11 4.7
3-8 - 3-0 1 6.4
To tel 238 100.00
Meen Mentel -Age
Stenderd Devietion
6.38
1.48
This group shows e mentel ege renge from. 3.0 to 11.2.
The lowest mentel ege wes thet of one child et e three yeer
mentel level. Two children in the seme group were et en
eleven yeer old mentel level. These mentel eges were
heevily weighted between the 6.0 end 7.5 intervels, since
one hundred end ten ( 46 per cent ) of the group eccordimg
to this test were within this limit.
Morphett end Weshburn
1
in their study found thet e mentel
ege of et leest six yeers must be reeched before children ere
1 Morphett, Mebel Vogel, end Weshburn, Cerleton, "When Should
Children Begin to Reed", Element ery School Journal , 31,
(Merch 1931), pp 0 496-503
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reedy to reed. These mental eges indicete thet probebly
one hundred sixty pupils ( 67 per cent) would be reeding up
to grede level et the end of Grade I eccording to the study
cited above*
The Gates Primary Heeding Tests, Type I end II were used
es criteria for measuring reeding echievement*
Table IT shows the reeding age of eech member of the group*
TA3LE IT
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 238 FIRST GRADE PUPIL’S
READING SCORES OBTAINED ON THE GATES PRIMARY READING
TESTS
Re ad i ng Age
Pupils Making Score
Number Per Cent
9-0 - 8-10 7 "579"
8-9 - IN1CO 22 9.2
8-6 - 8-4 17 7.1
8-3 - 8-1 "28“ ”"1T.5"
8-0 - 7-10 18 7.6
7-9 - 7-7 45 “1575“
7-6 - 7-4 36 15.1
7-3 - 7-1 33 13.9
7-0 - o
i
—ii(X) "14" 5.9
6-9 - 6-7 13 5.5
6-6 - 6-4 5 2.1
To tel 238 100.0
Meen Reeding Age 7.8
Stenderd Deviation 0.624
>
In the group of two hundred thirty-eight echievement
scores there was a reeding ege renge from 6-5 to 8-10 with
e mean reeding ege of 7-8* This reeding age wes considered
high, es 7-2 was the reeding ege given by the author of the

test in the Manuel of directions as being adequate at the
end of Grade one. This shows thet one hundred ninety-nine
pupils ( 84 per cent ) of the two hundred thirty-eight
pupils were approximately at or above the reeding ege level
of the first grade.
These results indicate thet prognosis on the basis of
mental ege to reading achievement showed thet instead of 160
pupils meeting with success in reeding thet actually one
hundred ninety-nine reached the optimum reading ege for thet
yeer.
A pupil could not get less then a 6-5 reeding ege on
either type of the reeding tests, even though he could not
read a word es a score of 0 gave him a reeding age of 6-5.
There was also an upper limit of 8-10 which seven pupils
obtained. This accounts in part for the limited spread of
reeding ages in contrast to the lerger spread of mental ages.
This, in effect, henaicepped the brighter students end aided
the poorer ones, consequently the correlation between the two
ages will be somewhat lower then might otherwise have been
found.
The correlation found between these two ages, i.e.,
mental ege end reeding ege, wes /.478 with a standard error
1 Gates, Arthur I., Manuel of Directions , Revised, August 1932
Bureau of Publications, Teacher t s College, Columbia Univ-
ersity, New York, p. 31
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of 2^*050 . This correletion shows some relationship
,
but has very limited use for prognostic purposes,
since the above predictive value is about 13 per
cent better then chance.
Problem II
Whet is the efficiency of I. Q. *s in predict-
ing future reeding achievement?
ill data relevant to this problem were derived
from the Xuhlmenn-inderson Intelligence Test and
the Getes Primary Heeding Tests, Type I end II.
1
McCall points out that a knowledge of e pupil*
I. Q* should be of greet value to any teacher of
any subject, for the I.(i. is an index of his general
mental brightness or alertness.
Table Y shows the percentage distribution of
intelligence quotients within the group.
1 McCall, William i.
,
Measurement, The Macmillan
Company, New York, 1939, p. 225
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TABLE V
PERC2NTAGS DISTRIBUTION OF 238 FIRST GRADE PUPILS
ACCORDING TO INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OBTAINED ON
'THE KUHLMANN-ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE TEST
Intelligence quotients
Pupil 's Obtained
Number Per Cent
180 - 170 1 “0.4
169 - 159 1 0.4
158 mm 148 4 1.7
147 - 137 6 2.5
136 - 126 21 8.9
125 - 115 37 15.6
114 - 104 61 25.6
103 - 93 47 IN•
r
—
1
92 - 82 36 15.1
81 - 71 14 5.9
70 - 60 8 3.4
59 - 49 2 . 0.8
Total 238 100.0
Mean Intelligence 105
Quotient
Standard Deviation 18.7
The intelligence quotients ranged from 49 to one
hundred seventy-four. The distribution of intelligence
quotients were slightly off the nomel distribution, as the
mean intelligence was 105 with £ standard deviation of almost
nineteen, while the accepted mean for the Kuhlmann- Anderson
Intelligence Test is 100 with a standard deviation of 16.
McCall
1
says that an I.Q. of 100 is significant of normal or
average intelligence, so if it is assumed that an I.^» of one
hundred is an essential measure of success in reading then
1 McCall, op. cit., p. 225
c
155 pupils (65 per cent) of the two hundred thirty-eight
pupils showed capability of reaching the 7-2 reeding ege by
the end of the year*
The criterion used for reeding achievement wes the same
as that used in Table 17 which was the dates Primary Reading
Tests, Type I end II# Intelligence quotients as a predictive
measure indicated that 155 pupils might reach the 7-2 reading
age at the end of the year. Noting the results of the
reading achievement tests, 199 members (84 per cent) of the
group had reached or were above the required reeding ege for
first grade* Forty-four more pupils reached their approxi-
mate reading age then had been predicted#
The I**i. T s obtained on the Kuhlmenn- .Anderson Intelligence
Test correlated ^.489 with a standard error of £*043 with the
Oates Primary Reading Tests. This correlation shows that
some degree of relationship with reading achievement was
present, but that the intelligence quotient as a prognostic
instrument was restricted, as the above correlation implies
that its efficiency of prediction wes only about 13 per cent
better then chance#
Problem III
Is the intelligence test a more favorable predictor of
reeding success or failure for the superior, average,
or low group?
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In order to determine to whet degree, if eny, the
intelligence quotients obteined on the Kuhlmann- .Anderson
Intelligence Test showed a higher predictive value of
reeding echievement at different levels of intelligence,
the totel group’s I.q. *s were divided into three groups,
low, average* end high on the basis of the intelligence
quotients obtained on the above mentioned test. The low
group consisted of intelligence quotients ranging from 49
to ninety, then average group from 91 to one hundred fifteen,
end the high group of intelligence quotients above 115,
Table VI gives information concerning the intelligence
quotients of the pupils in the low group.
T/3L3 VI
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF 51 FIRST
GRiDfi PUPILS OBTAINED ON THE KUHLMMII- ANDERSO N INTELL-
IGENCE TEST BETWEEN THE LIMITS OF 49 - 90
Pupils Obteined
Intelligence quotients Number
90 - 86 15
85 - 81 ~TT~
80 - 76 7
75 - 71 6
70 - 66 4
65 - T*
60 - 56 2
55 - 51 0
50 - 46 ~T“
Totel 51
Mean Intelligence quo-
tient for the low group
Standard deviation
79
8.3
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Table VI shows that 29 pupils out of fifty-one in the
low intelligence group were in the upper limits of intelli-
gence for this group. The meen intelligence quotient wes 79
end the stenderd deviation wes 8.3, which means thet epproxi
metely sixty-eight per cent of the 1.$. *s for this group
wes between 71 end eighty-seven* which is quite e high
everege for e low intelligence group.
Table 71 I shows the aistribution of intelligence quo-
tients for the everege group, Exactly one-helf of the total
group of 238 pupils wes in the everege intelligence group
having en I.Q* between 91 end one hundred fifteen.
TJBLS VII
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF 119 FIRST
GrR^DS PUPILS OBTjAINSD ON THE KDHLM.ANN- J5NDERS0N INTELL-
IGENCE TEST BETWEEN THE LIMITS OF 91 - 115
Intelligence quotients
Pupils Obteined
Numbers
117 - 115 2
114 - 112 T6“
111 - 109 14
108 - 106 17
105 - 103 17
102 - 100 19
99 - 97 "T
T"
96 - 94 10
93 - 91 lfc
To tel 119
Meen Intelligence Quotient 103
Stenderd Devietion 6.5
S -
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This group’s intelligence quotients were within ell the
intervels pretty evenly distributed, except et the highest
intervel. The meen intelligence quotient for this everege
group wes slightly higher then everege,
Teble VIII illustretes the verietions in the intelli-
gence quotients for the high group*
TiSBLS VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF 68 FIRST
GRiDE PUPILS 0BT/IN2D ON THE KUHLMMN- MD2RS0N INTELLI-
GENCE TEST BETWEEN THE LIMITS OF 116 - 174
Intelligenee Quotients
Pupils Obteined
Number
178 - 172 1
171 - 165 1
164 - 158 "IT"
157 - 151 2
150 - ra 4
143 - 137 4
136 - 130 12
129 - 123 19
122 - 116 2b
To tel 68
Meen Intelligence quotient 129
St enderd Devietion 1.1
The tebuletion of the intelligence quotients for the
high group indiceted thet the mejority of I*Q* ’s renged from
116 to one hundred thirty-six. Only twelve children hed
I.Q, ’s ebove 136* The meen end the stenderd aevietion
showed thet sixty-eight per cent of the high group hed
intelligence quotients from 128 to one hundred thirty*
A comperison wes mede of the low, everege, end high
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group with their reeding echievement
«
Teble IX shows the proportion of children who reeched
e reeding ege of 7-2 eccording to the scores on the Getes
Primery Heeding Tests, Type I end II, end the number of
pupils who feiled to reech thet reeding level. The dete
were given in reletion to the intelligence groups of the
first grede pupils.
TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS SCORING LOW, AVERAGE, AND
HIGH ON THE KUHLMANN- ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE TEST TO
I*Qf »S OBTAINED AID .ACCORDING 'TO READING ACHIEVE-
MENT ON THE GATES PRIMARY READING TESTS
Totel Number of Ceses
90 end below 91-115 Above 115TT 11
9
Pupils with edequete
reeding ebility on the
Getes Primery Reeding
Test
36 97 66
Pupils with inedequete
reeding echievement on
the Getes Primery
Reeding Test
15 22 2
The evidence presented in the ebove teble indicetes thet
it is quite possible for children who heve 1.^. *s between
49-90 to ettein the required reeding ege level of Grede one,
considering the scores which they obteined on the reeaing
echievement test. Thirty-six out of e group of 51 in the
low intelligence group experienced success in first grede
reeding. The child who hed the lowest I.Q,. did not echieve
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setisf eetorily in first grede reeding. Not e single child
in the lowest intelligence group reeched the meximum reeding
ege of 8-10,
Since the everege group wes the lergest, there were
more feilures in reeding within the I***,. limits of 91 to
one hundred fifteen. Three children in this group echieved
the optimum reeding ege for the test, while no child in this
group wes et the lowest level of reeding ebility.
Two children in the high intelligence group experienced
feilure in first grede reeding. One of the two who felled
wes et the lowest level of reeding on this test for first
grede. The child with the highest I.Q,. etteinea meximum
reeding ege of 8-10, These reeding echievement scores
showed thet in the low intelligence group reeding predictions
were epproximetely thet one out of every three would fell
end in the everege one out of every 4-5 would feil; while
in the high intelligence group one out of every 34-35 would
feil in reeding.
AL1 correletions between the three intelligence groups
were positive. The everege intelligence group hed the lowest
"r" which wes *.125 with e stenderd error of £.077, The
low group intelligence quotient group hed e correletion of
*.305 with e stenderd error of £*009 to reeding ebility.
The high intelligence group hed the highest correletion
which wes f.498 with e stenderd error of £.091*
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The three intelligence quotient groups correlations
with reeding achievement indicated that at the different
I.Q,. levels the predictions were from 5 per cent to
thirteen per cent better then chance* liven the 5 per cent
efficiency prediction is better then nothing as it helps
5 per cent more persons.
Problem 17
ire reading readiness test scores adequate enough to
predict future achievement in reeding?
Information was found in the Manuel of Direct ions -*-
accompanying the Lee-Clerk Heeding Readiness Test concerning
the total score norm for this test since a child’s reeding
readiness test score was thought to be significant of
certain reading ability*
Table X shows a child’s reeding expectancy in comparison
to his total reading readiness test score.
TiBL3 X
LES-CLilRK HEADING- READINESS TEST SCORES IN
RELATION TO PROBABLE REiDING ABILITY
Score Expectancy of Success
64-56 Excellent
55-50 Good
49-40 Fair
39-32 Poor
31 and below Very Poor
1 Lee-Clerk Reading Readiness Test, Manuel of Directions , 1943»
Revision, California Test Bureau, 5916 Hollywood Bouvelerd,
Los ingles, California, p* 5
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The scores on the Lee-Clerk neediness Test for this group
were classified into the seme divisions es were given in the
reeding expectancy teble above in order to make e comparison
of this group’s scores with the probeble reeding ability
norms.
Teble XI shows the totel reeding reediness scores for
this particular group.
T-ABLE XI
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 238 FIRST GRADE CHILDREN
-ACCORDING TO THE LEE-CLARK READING READINESS TEST
SCORES
ueeainess Scores
Pupils Meking Score
Number Per Cent
64-56 86 36.1
55-50 36 15.1
49-40 52 21.9
39-32 22 9.2
31 end below 42 17.7
Total 238 100.0
B/Ieen Readiness .Score 50.62
Ctenderd Deviation 3.27
In this group oF tw> hundred thirty-eight children,
there were 86 who hed en excellent chance of being success-
ful in first grade reading while for forty-two reeding
failure wes pretty certain. The expectency of favorable
eo0aievement for this group would be thet one hundred ninety-
six pupils would reech the required reeding ege of 7-2
assuming thet e score of thirty-two or above wes indicative
of reeding success. The meen reeding readiness score is high
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as there seemed to be e tendency for almost helf of the group
to heve either a good or en excellent chance of being success-
ful in first grade reading* One girl end one boy had perfect
scores on this test*
Gates Primary Beading Tests, Type I, Word Recognition, end
Gates Primary Beading Test, Type II, Sentence Reading, were
again used as the reeding achievement criteria for this group*
Table XII shows the results of a comparison of reeding
readiness test scores with reeding achievement*
TiBLE XII
A CO L£P ARISON OF THE LEE-CLARK READING READINESS TEST
SCORES TO READING .ABILITY AS MEASURED 3Y THE GATES
PRIMARY READING TESTS
Total number of
pupils
Pupil’s Scores
31 end
below
32-39 40-49 50-55 56-64
42 22 52 36 86
Pupils with adequate
reeding ability at
end of Grade one
27 18 41 32 81
Pupils with inade-
quate reeding ability
at end of Grade one
15 4 11 4 5
The twelve pupils who received the lowest reading
readiness test scores rated lowest in reeding ability* The
reverse was not true of the twelve who got the highest
scores on the reeding readiness test, as only one of them
attained the highest reading age which was possible on the
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reeding echievement test. There seemed to be wide variation
in the predictions of the mediocre scores, as many of the
highest reeding echievement scores were obtained by pupils
ranging in scores from 32 to fifty on the reediness test,
while many of the pupils with readiness scores from 56-64
barely achieved the required reading age for Grade one.
A difference of only three was found in the estimate
that was made concerning the number of children who, because
of their reediness scores, were apparently classified as
potential first grade readers for prognosis on the basis of
reediness scores indicated thet 196 pupils would probably be
successful in reeding. The results of the reeding echieve-
ment test revealed thet one hundred ninety-nine pupils
became efficient first grede readers.
The correlation of the Lee-Clerk Heeding Readiness
Test scores with success in reeding es measured by the
Gates Primary Reading Test wes f.466 with e standard error
of £.050. The reading readiness test appears to have about
the seme predictive value es mental age and I.Q. f s with
reading echievement, es again there wes a prognostic value
of about 13 per cent better then chance in the prediction
of reeding ability for these first grede pupils.
Problem V
Do Subtests I end II of the Lee-Clerk Reeding Readiness
Test have 8 greeter influence on the efficiency of
prediction of reeding achievement than Subtests III and IT?
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The predictive velue of Subtests I end II wes determined
by correleting the total score from these two subtests with
reeding progress es measured by the Gates Primary Heeding
Tests, Type I end II.
The correlation of the Lee-Clerk Heeding Heediness Test
for Subtests I end II wes /.434 with a standard error of
£.052, This correletion indicates that this combinetion
hed e predictive velue ebout ten per cent better then chance.
Subtests III end IV of the Lee-Clerk Heeding Heediness
Test were correlated with reading echievement in order to
determine the prognostic velue of these two subtests.
The correletion was found to be /-.394 with e standard
error of £.054. The predictive velue of this correletion
is ebout eight per cent better then chance.
In studying the results of eech of the subtests, it wes
noted thet ebout one-helf of the pupils get e perfect score
on Subtest II, even though they had consistently low scores
on the other subtests. This might indicate that this sub-
test measured e fector which meny of the children found easy.
The scores on the other three subtests seemed to be quite
consistent which might be evidence thet the pupils found
these subtests ebout the seme degree of difficulty.
It wes apparent thet there wes very little difference
in the predictive velue of these subtests. The higher scores
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on Subtest II were balanced somewhat by the more consistent
scores made on Subtest I. Subtests III end IV were con-
siderably longer then the first two subtests which might
tend to make these two subtests more reliable.
Problem VI
Does the reeding readiness test predict reeding achieve-
ment more accurately for boys then for girls?
Date reletive to this problem were analyzed seperetely
for the boys end the girls. The scores on the Lee-Clark
Heeding Reediness Test end the Gates Primary Heading Tests
were utilized as criteria in determining whet sex differences
if any, existed for the readiness test in predicting reading
achievement.
Table XIII shows the reading readiness test results for
the boys in contrast to their reeding achievement.
T-A3LE XIII
X COMPARISON OF THU BOY'S REEDING RUDDINESS TEST SCORES
WITH RE/DING -ACHIEVEMENT -A3 MEASURED BY THU G-ATES PRI-
M-ARY REEDING TESTS
Total number of boys
in each classification
Lee-Clark Readiness Scores
31 end
below
32-39 40-49 50-55 56-64
22 21 23 21 31
Boys who achieved
success in first
grade reeding
11 18 21 16 27
Boys who experienced
failure in first
grade reeding
11 3 2 5 4
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The hoys end girls were elmost evenly divided in this
group as there were only two less boys then girls.
One boy who obtained one of the lowest reeding readiness
scores reached the maximum reading age which was 8-10 on this
achievement test. If a score of 31 or below was regarded as
a measure of probable reeding failure, the prognosis was
wrong elmost as many times as it was right for the boys who
had these low scores. It was predicted that 22 boys had a
very poor chance of success in reeding, end the results of
the reading achievement tests inferred that eleven boys
were adequate first grade readers at the end of the year.
The boy’s readiness test scores correlated with reading
achievement ^.479 with a standard error of ^*071. This pre-
dictive value shows that from the results of these tests,
boys were selected for reeding success or failure at a ratio
of 13 per cent better than if it were done by chance.
It seemed that the prognostic efficiency varied little
for the boys who had scores higher than thirty-one, es the
number of failures in each classification ranged from tv© to
five. It was apparent to some extent that if a boy made a
high score on the reeding readiness test, his reeding achieve 1
ment wes at a high level, while if he made an average score
his reeding had a tendency to very either at a higher or a
lower level.
The same criteria were used in comparing the girl’s
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reeding readiness scores with reeding ability*
Teble XIV comperes the girls* reeding scores with their
reediness ability*
TABLE XI
7
A COMPARISON OF THE GIRL’S READING READINESS TEST SCORES
'WITH READING ACHIEVEMENT AS MEASURED BY THE GATES PRIMARY
READING TESTS
The prognosis of reeding failures for the girls measured
by this readiness test wes less efficient then for the boys,
as it was predicted thet about twenty girls would have little
chance of doing first grade reeding satisfactorily* Almost
the opposite wes the case, as ell but four succeeded in
reeding* The prediction felled to discriminate between the
girls who scored high on the reediness test end low in
achievement. The largest number of girls reading failures
were within the 40-49 score intervel* Many of them who
scored below thirty-one reached almost the maximum reading
level for this test*
The girls* correlation wss found to be ^.450, with a
standard error of £. 072 . The predictive value of this cor-
relation wes the same as thet of the boys*, being 13 per cent
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better then chance.
Problem VII
Is it advisable to administer different tests to boys
then to girls?
Using the seme date es were utilized in the previous
problem since this problem wes concerned with whether or not
this readiness test favored one sex more then the other, the
correlations found between the girls* and boys* reeding
readiness scores with reeding achievement were compered.
The Lee-Clerk Heeding Readiness Test correlation for the
boys wes only slightly higher than for the girls, but the
predictive value was the seme as both correlations indicated
a percentage forecasting efficiency of about 13 pe r cent
better than chance.
The Lee-Clerk Reading Readiness Test predicts reading
attainment about es well for the boys es the girls, es the
correlations ere about equel, therefore it would not be
necessary to give different readiness test to the boys then
to the girls.
Problem VIII
Is it necessary to give two pre-reading tests?
The correlation of the Lee-Clerk Reeding Readiness Test
with reading achievement es measured by the Gates Primary
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Reeding Tests, Type I end II wes ^.466 with e stenderd error
of £*050, while the correlation of reeding ege with mentel
ege obtained on the Kuhlmenn- Anderson Intelligence Test wes
f.478 with e stenderd error of £*050. The correlation found
between I.Q. 's and reeding ebility measured with the seme
tests was /.489 with e stenderd error of £.043*
On the basis of these correletions from dete which were
derived from the Lee-Clerk Reeding Readiness Test end the
Kuhlmann-inderson Intelligence Test, it wes epperent that
both these tests give e prediction of reeding ebility ebout
the seme, as the ebove correlation indicated a forecesting
efficiency of children's probable success or failure in
reeding at ebout 13 per cent better then chance.
It is possible that while these correletions were all
within the seme range in value thet these two tests might
measure entirely different abilities and if this were true,
even though the prognostic value is not increased by giving
these two pre-reeding tests, a teacher would obtain more
specific informetion about the skills of her pupils.
It would seem that the need for giving two pre-reading
tests depends upon the kind of informetion which is desired
from these tests, but if the purpose in giving them is just
to find out how meny children will succeed or fail in first
grade reading, it was epperent that es much predictive infor-
mation wes obtained from one es from the two*
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Summery
This chapter enelyz,ed dete in relation to the mejor
purpose of the study end the eight specific problems which
were being considered.
The group*s scores on the Lee-Clerk Reeding Reediness
Test, the Kuhlmenn-inderson Intelligence Test, end the Getes
Primary Reeding Tests, Type I end II were described by meens
of percent ege distribution frequency tebles in order to give
es complete e picture es possible of the results which were
obtained on these tests by first grede pupils.
Comparison tebles based upon reeding readiness test
scores, mental ege, end I.Q,. *s were set up end compered
with each pupil's reeding echievement score end reeding ege.
The factors of mentel ege, I.Q,. *s eccording to low,
average, and high groups were described by the percentage
frequency distribution tebles end comparison of these factors
with reeding echievement were illustrated through comperison
tebles.
Comperison tebles were elso mede of the boys* reeding
reediness scores in reletion to their reeding echievement,
end the seme type of table was used in contrasting the girls*
reeding reediness scores with reeding progress.
The correlations found between reeding echievement end
the fectors obtained from the results of these two pre-reeding
tests ranged from /.125 to ^.469. The percentage of fore-
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casting efficiency of these correlations was from 5 to
thirteen per cent better than chance which indicated that
these predictive tests were limited in their use as
prognostic instruments®
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CH/PTER 7
SmmiRY MD CONCLUSIONS
Since the major purpose of this study wes an attempt to
determine the prognostic value of the Lee-Clerk Reading Readi-
ness Test end the Kuhlmann- Anderson Intelligence Test, ell the
date for this investigation were based on the test results of
these two predictive instruments in comparison with the
reading achievement results as measured by the Cates Primary
Reeding Tests, Type I, Word Recognition, Type II, Sentence
Reading*
Statistical treatment of the Kuhlmenn-inderson Intelli-
gence Test date indicated the following results*
1. The correlation between mental age and reeding age was
^.478 with a standard error of £*050.
2* The 1.^. correlation with reeding ege for the whole
group wes similar as it was /.469 with a standard
error of £*043.
3. For the group with I.Q,. *s between 49-90, the correla-
tion wes ^.305 with a standard error of £.009*
4. When the I.Q,* ' s were within the limits of 91 to one
hundred, the correlation wes the lowest of ell the
correlations, as it was /.125 with a standard error
of £.077.
5. The correlation found on I.Q. *s above 115 was /.498
with a standard error of £.091.
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The Lee-Clerk Reeding Reediness Test results were es
follows
:
1* The scores on the Lee-Clerk Reeding Reediness Test
correleted with the scores mede on the G-etes Primery
Reeding Test /.466 with e stenderd error of £.072 .
2
.
When the reediness test scores were correleted accor-
ding to the subtests, e correlation of /.434, S.F.
£.052 wes found between Subtests I end II with reeding
achievement. Subtests III end 17 yielded e correla-
tion of /. 394 with e stenderd error of £.054 with
reeding ability.
3. The correlation between the boys* score to reeding
ability wes ^.479 with a stenderd error of £.071.
4. For the girls, the correletion wes /.450 with e
stenderd error of £.072.
Conclus io ns
The conclusions for this study were mede with reference
to the mejor purpose end the eight specific problems which
were discussed in the preceding chapters.
in enelysis of the dete seemed to indicate the follow-
ing conclusions.
1. There wes en indie etion that e knowledge of e child’s
mentel age wes en eid in estimating his probeble
success or failure in reeding, es the correletion
between mentel ege end reeding echievement has e
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prognostic value of about 13 per cent better than
chance*
2. In this study, I.£. *s hed approximately the seme
predictive value as the factor of mental age. This
seems to denote more accurate selection of thirteen
more children then if it had been done indiscrimina-
tely*
3* The prognostic efficiency of 1*$,. *s for different
levels of intelligence varied slightly* More accura-
te predictions were made for the high intelligence
group as the predictive value for that group was 13
per cent better than chance. For the average group,
it was less accurate being only five per cent better
than choosing them by chance. The low group hed a
ten per cent better than chance prognostic value.
4. The specific Seeding Seediness Test used in this study
seemed to have as high a predictive value as the
factors of mental age and intelligence quotients.
The forecasting efficiency of this readiness test was
also about 13 per cent better then chance.
5. There wes an indication of a slight difference in the
prognostic value of Subtests I and II, compered with
the values of Subtest III end IT. Subtests I and II
value wes about ten per cent better than chance.
Subtests III and IT value was about 8 per cent better
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then if it were done by chance.
6. Boys* scores on the reeding reediness test hed e pre-
dictive velnie to reeding achievement of ebout thirteen
per cent better then chence*
7. The girls* score hed epproximetely the same predictive
velue es the boys.
8. There wes only e slight devietion in the prognostic
values of ell these factors which were measured in
the Kuhlmenn- -Anderson Intelligence Test end the Lee-
Clerk Heeding Reediness Test. It seems thet these
two pre-reeding tests showed epproximetely the same
efficiency in predicting reeding success or failure
for first grede pupils.
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CHAPTER VI

CHAPTER 71
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY .AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Since this study wes based on date from test results
there were certain limit etions which were present, as there
were many factors which might influence reeding achieve-
ment which cannot be measured objectively*
The following limitations were noted:
1* .All dete presented in this study were representative
only of this particular group*
2. Reeding echievement was measured by the Gates Primary
Reading Tests, Type I, Word Recognition, Type II,
Sentence Reeding* If Gates Primary Reeding Test,
Type III, Paragraph Reeding had been given there
would have been more information about each pupil's
reading ability.
3* This reading achievement test had a low ceiling, a
factor which had a tendency to restrict the scores
of the best readers.
4. A group intelligence test wes used as a criterion
for intelligence quotients end mental age. Possibly
a more eccurete measure of these factors would beve
been obtained from an individual intelligence test.
5. Date used in this study were ell objective*
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6. If a teacher's estimate of childrens reading success
or failure had been included as a predictive instru-
ment, the study would have had more significance*
7. There was a difference of about three months between
the giving of the intelligence test and the reading
readiness test.
Further Research
Other investigations should include the following:
1. A study with first grade children from the same schools
using a different intelligence test end a different
reeding readiness test.
2. .An evaluation similar to this one, but including the
Gates Primary Reeding Test, Type III for measuring
reeding achievement.
3. An investigation which would include teacher selection
of pupils in comparison to intelligence end reading
reediness test with reeding ability.
4. Further evaluations done on each of the subtests of
the Lee-Clerk Reading Readiness Test.
5. A. similar study with both pre-reading tests given at
approximately the seme time.
.
An investigation which would include more persons.6
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APP2NDIX

Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests
Fifth Edition
GRADE I — First Semester
NAME Boy Girl
Grade Teacher
Date School .
Year Month Day
Born City
Year Month Day
Age
Years Months Days
Test Results
EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU — Minneapolis - Nashville - Philadelphia
Copyright, 1927, 1940, and 1942, F. KUHLMANN and ROSE ANDERSON
TABULATIONS
3I.U. 3I.A. 31.11. 31.A. 31.11. 31.A. 31.tl. 31.A.
* 220 — 5-0 254 — 6-0 270— 7-0
1 03— 4-0 229 — 5-1 257 — 6-1 281-7-1
196 — 4-1 231 — 5-2 259— 6-2 282 — 7-2
199 — 4-2 234 — 5-3 261 — 6-3 284
- 7-3
202 — 4-3
236 — 5-4 263 — 6-4
286 — 7-4
205 — 4-4 288 — 7-5
208 — 4-5 238
— 5-5 265 — 6-5 290 - 7-6
210-4-6 241 — 5-6 267 — 6-6 291-7-7
213 — 4-7 243 - 5-7 269 — 6-7 293— 7-8
216-4-8 245- 5-8 271— 6-8 295 - 7-9
218 — 4-9 24S — 5-9 273 — 6-9 296 - 7-10
221 — 4-10 250 — 5-10 275 — 6-10 298 — 7-11
224 — 4-11 252 — 5-11 277 — 6-11 301 — 8-1
* Zero score should be written in this space.
To secure the median Mental Growth Units or Mental Age take the average of.th<
5th and 6th score's.
PROFILE GRAPH
Median Mental Age or Median Mental Growth Units
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Test 9

1943 REVISION
LEE-CLARK READING READINESS TEST
Devised by J. Murray Lee, Dean, School of Education, State College of Washington,
and Willis W. Clark, Director of Research and Guidance, Los Angeles County Schools
Name...
.
School-
Teacher
.Grade Sex: Boy-Girl
Age Last Birthday
Date
t
Possi-
ble Pupil’s
Score Score Rating
1. Letter Symbols . . 24
Test 1. Matching . 12
Test 2. Cross Out . . 12
II. Concepts .... . 20
Test 3. Vocabulary and
Following Instructions
PROFILE
Low | Average | High |
III. Word Symbols ... 20
Test 4. Identification
of Letters and Words
TOTAL FOR TEST ... 64
Grade Placement
Equivalent
Copyright, 1931, 1943, by California Test Bureau
Published by California Test Bureau
5916 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles 28. California
TEST 1.
Proctice:
S g
111 U
U S
g 111
Test:
s a
w s
a y
z w
t z
y e
e i
n t
f n
i b
d f
b d
Test 1. Score (number right)
POSSIBLE SCORE 12
— 2—
TEST 2.
Proctice:
X X R X
s A S S
L L L w
G G M G
Test:
s S S E
I D I I
H H E H
S F F F
M M M R
N N I N
E F E E
K K K R
H Y Y
•
Y
R B R R
B D D D
B B D B
Test 2: Score (number right)
POSSIBLE SCORE 12
TEST 3.
— 4 —
TEST 3. (Continued)
>
18
Test 3. Score (number right pages 4 and 5)
POSSIBLE SCORE 20
— 5—
TEST 4.
0
0 M 0 R s
i
H W A H s
2
F P F E D
3
b b d P q
4
at to of • it at
5
buy any cat buy for
6
hit get sat its hit
7
. on on in an no
8
ran run ran sun can
9
ball ball tall call doll
10
bat hat bat tab tat
— 6—
TEST 4. (Continued)
11
hump dump lump hump dumy
12
goat
•
coat poat boat goat
13
hair chair hair raiy dear
14
mail nail rail mail sail
15
paid long paid baig jail
16
asked asked reply ask astep
17
feast field fest feast fast
18
every very ever every merry
19
father rather fatter father farther
20
delight dalaght delighted delightful delight
Test 4. Score (number right pages 6 and 7) „
POSSIBLE SCORE 20

GATES PRIMARY READING TESTS
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)
Type 1. Word Recognition FORM 3
Trite your name here
When is your birthday? How old are you?
Date School Grade
To the Examiner: 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Dis-
tribute papers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at the top of the
page (with your help). 4. Instructions to children: "I want you
to look at the first picture, this one up here (holding up your
copy and pointing to the picture of the dog). Next to it there
are some words. One of the words goes with the picture. You
are to draw a ring around that one word that tells about the pic-
ture. Put your finger on the word that belongs with the picture.
What is it? (Let one child answer.) That’s right, 'dog.’ The
four words are 'did,’ 'egg,’ 'dog,’ and 'two’ (pointing to the
words on your own copy and making sure children look up at
your copy). We are going to draw a ring around the word 'dog’
because that’s the one that tells the most about the picture.
Everyone find the word 'dog’ on your paper and draw a ring
around it. (Check to make sure children have marked the correct
word.) Now look at the box right underneath that one. Find
the word there that goes with the picture. What is it? (Let a
child answer.) That’s right, 'bed.’ The four words are 'be,’ 'bed,’
'bag,’ and 'she.’ We are going to draw a ring around the word 'bed’
cause that’s the one that tells us the most about the picture,
eryone find the word 'bed’ and draw a ring around it. (Check
to make sure that each child has marked the correct word. Con-
tinue in the same way for the third and fourth boxes. When you
are illustrating with your copy ask children to look up if need be.)
Do not open your books until I tell you to. Now I am going
to show what we are to do next. On the inside of the book are
some more pictures and words. (Examiner holds up copy of the
test showing the inner pages.) You are to do the first one, then
the next one below it, etc. (Examiner points down first column,
then second, etc., and also demonstrates order on all three pages.)
As soon as you have drawn a ring around the one word for one
picture, go right ahead and do the next one. Now remember,
first you are to look at the picture, then at the words next to the
picture, then find the one word that goes best with the picture
and make a ring around that one word. Make a ring around one
word only for each picture. Do you understand? All right. Open
your books and BEGIN. Go ahead.” 5. Inspect the work of
each child; see that each works from top to bottom of columns
and that each follows the pages in order. Urge children individ-
ually to try the examples in order but do not tell them the an-
swers. Discourage dawdling over difficult problems; tell them to
try the next. Watch for children who make rings indiscrimi-
nately and tell them to make only one ring for each picture. 6.
The signal STOP is given at the end of 15 minutes. Collect
papers immediately. 7. The score is the number of exercises
marked correctly minus one-third the number incorrect. If more
than one word in an exercise is marked, that exercise is scored
as incorrect. For further details see the Manual of Directions.
\
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made
girl
ball
drum
hay
end
are
hen
duck
face
wish
does
horse
ring
ball
cent
duck
ears
fox
cup
dig
not
fish
rock
fly
Pig
nest
nose
home
shoe
there draw
drum grass
hat
by
wolf
take
boy
arm
pan
pie
paper dress
paint robin
tail
ship
cow
bat
grass broom
bread drink
shoe show
talk wash
watch paint
plant house
dogs
com
feet
doll
talk
work
lip
ship
rope
road
monkey
name
garden
wash
riding
hiding
door
wish
city
fire
wolf
wood
stop
shoe
hop
ride
mouse
money
grow
gate
rooster
raining
rock
rope
roll
rose
line
lion
pen
pan
pm
den
wing swim
swing smile
pencil penny
peanut pupil
mail
nail
neat
sail
call
calf
wagon waves
wigwam pigeon
pair pony
money puppy
shake late
stick skate
dance daisy
prince down
sweet sweater
swallow sister
moon spring
soon spoon
band hand
bank bark
funny fairy
dirty family
wheel wheat
what smell
oven oxen
orange change
i s
=sng
t
l ^
„ doctor dollar
k
aonxey aony
'ST) park papa
cage page
An! grass cross
loss crow
stone stand
stay alone
jm
(*>,,,
m
—v. y
/
clock close
cloth class
rsT splash stocking
JjS> standing something
geese grass
cheese guess
GATES PRIMARY READING TESTS
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)
Type 2. Sentence Reading form 3
How old are you? . .
School Grade
^^rite your name here .
When is your birthday?
Date
This is a cat. I
This is a book.
This is a cup. I
The girl has a book. I
The cup is white. II
The cat has a ball.
f £
To the Examiner: 1 . See that each child has a pencil. 2. Distribute
papers. 3. Have children fill in blanks at top of page (with your help).
4. Instructions to children: “We are going to see how well you can
read. Do you see the sentences and the pictures in the boxes on the
front page of your booklet? Everyone look at the first sentence—up
here (illustrating with your own copy)
. What does it say? (Have child
read the sentence aloud.) Yes, it says ‘This is a cat.’ Now look at the
pictures in the box beside the sentences. Which one tells the same thing
(or story) as the sentence? Yes, that’s right, the cat. Now notice the
line at the end of this sentence, ‘This is a cat.’ How many lines are
there? One. That is right. Now draw one line on the picture of the
cat to show that it tells about this sentence, like this (illustrating with
your own copy). (Check to see that they all have marked it correct-
,iy.) Now look at the second sentence. What does it say? (Have child
read sentence aloud.) Yes, that is right, it says ‘This is a book.’ Now
find the picture that goes with this sentence. Which one is it? That’s
right, the picture of the book. Put your finger on it. Do you see the
lines at the end of this sentence? How many are there? Two. That is
right. Now draw two lines on the picture of the book to show that it
goes with that sentence, like this (illustrating with your own copy).
(Check to make sure that they have marked it correctly. ) Now look at
the sentence right under that one. What does it say? Yes, it says
‘This is a cup.’ Can you find the picture of the cup? Everybody put
your finger on it. How many marks are we going to put on it? That’s
right, three, because there are three lines after the sentence, ‘This is a
cup.’ ” (Continue in same fashion through second exercise.) “Itisvery
important to see how many lines follow each sentence and to draw the
same number on the right picture. Be very careful about this! Now,
turn over the first page. Here are some more pictures and sentences. I
want you to read these sentences and mark the pictures just as we did
before. Be sure to mark the picture with one line if the sentence is
followed by one; with two lines, if the sentence is followed by two; and
with three lines, if the sentence is followed by three. As soon as you
finish one sentence, go on to the next. I want you to do as many as
you can before I say ‘STOP.’ If one sentence is too hard for you, don’t
spend too much time on it, but go on to the next one. Do you under-
stand? All right! BEGIN.” 5. Inspect the work of each child; give
individual instructions when needed . Discourage long delays over diffi-
cult problems; tell the pupil to try the next. Watch for failures to
mark the pictures according to instructions. 6. Say “Stop” at the end
of 15 minutes. Collect papers immediately. Children who failed tofol-
low directions should be retested under supervision. 7. The score is:
Number of exercises (that is, the number of pictures) which are
correctly marked.
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The man sits. I
The cow eats. II
The man runs. Ill
This is a tree. I
This is a nest. II
This is a hand. Ill
The coat is old. I
The goat is running. II
The fish is swimming, ill
The boat is black. I
The girl has a flower. II
The baby has a drum. Ill
The chick has food. I
The duck is in the grass. II
The fox is drinking. Ill
The boy is making a
kite. I
The letter is on the
table. II
This mouse is white. Ill
The policeman has a
puppy. I
The chicken is asleep. II
The basket is full of
oranges. Ill
Here is a fine airplane. I
This animal is on a log. II
The elephant has a flag. Ill
This is a broken bottle.
Here are cabbage and
carrots. II
Mother is cleaning a
suit. Ill
This is the corner of the
kitchen. I
The teacher sees the
smoke. II
This is a nice warm
stove. Ill
This is a bunch of
grapes. I
Here is a person looking at
an eagle. II
The engine is smoking. Ill
This bookkeeper works
an office. I
This lamp is made of
silver. II
This prince bows to the
queen. Ill
This engine runs into the
factory. I
This jar of sweet honey is
for the teacher. II
The brave captain raises
the flag. Ill


